Abstract. We present concurrent algorithms, based on depth-first search, for three problems relevant to model checking: given a state graph, to find its strongly connected components, which states are in loops, and which states are in "lassos". Our algorithms typically exhibit about a four-fold speed-up over the corresponding sequential algorithms on an eight-core machine.
Introduction
In this paper we present concurrent versions of algorithms based on depth-first search, all variants of Tarjan's Algorithm [17] . We consider algorithms for three closely related problems:
1. To find the strongly connected components (SCCs) of a graph (i.e., the maximal subsets S of the graph's nodes such that for any pair of nodes n, n ∈ S, there is a path from n to n ); 2. To find which nodes are part of a cycle in the graph (i.e., such that there is a non-empty path from the node to itself); 3. To find which nodes are part of a "lasso" (i.e., such that there is a path from the node to a node on a cycle).
Our main interest in these algorithms is as part of the development of the FDR3 model checker [6, 18] for CSP [16] . In order to carry out checks in the failures-divergences model, it is necessary to detect which nodes are divergent, i.e. can perform an unbounded number of internal τ events; this is equivalent to detecting whether the node is part of a lasso in the transition graph restricted to τ -transitions (Problem 3).
FDR's main failures-divergences refinement checking algorithm performs a concurrent breadth-first search of the product of the state graphs of the system and specification processes, testing whether each system state is compatible with the corresponding specification state. In particular, this involves testing whether the system state is divergent; hence several divergences tests need to be performed concurrently starting at different nodes.
Further, FDR can perform various compressions upon the transition graphs of processes. One of these, tau_loop_factor, works by identifying all nodes within an SCC in the transition graph restricted to τ -transitions (Problem 1).
Problem 2 has applications in other areas of model checking: the automatatheoretic approach for LTL model checking [19] involves searching for a cycle containing an accepting state in the graph formed as the product of the Büchi property automaton and the system.
We present concurrent algorithms for each of the above three problems. Our implementations typically exhibit about a four-fold speed-up over the corresponding sequential algorithms on an eight-core machine; the speed-ups are slightly better on graphs with a higher ratio of transitions to states.
These are challenging problems for the following reasons. In many graphs, threads will encounter nodes that are currently being considered by other threads; we need to ensure that the threads do not duplicate work, do not interfere with one another, but do obtain information from one another: depth-first search seems to be an area where it is difficult to achieve a high degree of independence between threads. Further, many graphs contain a super-component that contains a large proportion of the graph's nodes; for Problems 1 and 2, it seems impossible to avoid having the nodes of this super-component being considered sequentially.
In [14] , Reif showed that computation of depth-first search post-ordering of vertices is P -complete. This is often used to claim that parallelising algorithms based on depth-first search is difficult (assuming N C = P ): no algorithm can run in poly-logarithmic time with a polynomial number of processors. Nevertheless, it is possible to achieve significant speed-ups, at least for a fairly small number of processors (as is common in current computers), for the types of graphs that are typical of those encountered in model checking.
In Section 2 we review the sequential version of Tarjan's Algorithm. In Section 3 we present our concurrent algorithm. In Section 4 we describe some aspects of our prototype implementation, and highlight a few tricky aspects. In Section 5 we report on some experiments, comparing our algorithm to the sequential version. We sum up and discuss related work in Section 6.
Tarjan's Algorithm
In this section we review the sequential Tarjan's Algorithm [17] . We start by describing the original version, for finding SCCs; we then discuss how to adapt the algorithm to find loops or lassos.
Tarjan's Algorithm performs a depth-first search of the graph. The algorithm uses a stack, denoted tarjanStack, to store those nodes that have been encountered in the search but not yet placed into an SCC. Each node n is given two variables: index, which is a sequence counter, corresponding to the order in which nodes were encountered; and lowlink which records the smallest index of a node n in the stack that is reachable via the descendents of n fully considered so far. The following function (presented in pseudo-Scala) to update a node's low-link will be useful. Also, each node has a status: either complete (when it has been placed in an SCC), in-progress (when it has been encountered but not yet been placed in an SCC), or unseen (when it has not yet been encountered).
Tarjan's Algorithm is normally described recursively; however, we consider here an iterative version. We prefer an iterative version for two reasons: (1) as is well known, iteration is normally more efficient than recursion; (2) when we move to a concurrent version, we will want to suspend searches; this will be easier with an iterative version. We use a second stack, denoted controlStack, that corresponds to the control stack of the recursive version, and keeps track of the nodes to backtrack to.
We present the sequential Tarjan's Algorithm for finding SCCs (Problem 1) in Figure 1 . The search starts from the node startNode. When an edge is explored to a node that is already in the stack, the low-link of the edge's source is updated (line 12). Similarly, when the search backtracks, the next node's low-link is updated (line 17). On backtracking from a node, if its low-link equals its index, all the nodes above it on the Tarjan stack form an SCC, and so are removed from that stack and collected (lines 18-23).
The following observation will be useful later. If, instead, we are interested in finding cycles (Problem 2) then: (1) at line 12, if node == child then we mark the node as in a cycle; and (2) after line 22, if the SCC has more than one node, we mark all its nodes as in a cycle.
If we are interested in finding lassos (Problem 3) then: (1) at line 12, we immediately mark node and all the other nodes in the Tarjan stack as being in a lasso; and (2) if we encounter a complete node (line 13), if it is in a lasso, we mark all the nodes in the Tarjan stack as being in a lasso.
Concurrent Tarjan's Algorithm
We now describe our concurrent version of Tarjan's Algorithm. We again start with an algorithm for finding SCCs, presented in Figure 2 ; we later consider how to adapt this for the other problems.
Each search is independent, and has its own control stack and Tarjan stack. A search is started at an arbitrary node startNode that has not yet been considered by any other search (we describe this aspect of our implementation in Section 4.2). Each search proceeds much as in the standard Tarjan's Algorithm, as long as it does not encounter a node that is part of another current search. However, if the search encounters a node child that is not complete but is not in its own stack (line 13) -so it is necessarily in the stack of another searchthen the search suspends (detailed below). When child is completed, the search can be resumed (line 24). This design means that each node is in the stacks of at most one search; each node has a field search identifying that search (set at line 5).
A difficulty occurs if suspending a search would create a cycle of searches, each blocked on the next. Clearly we need to take some action to ensure progress. We transfer the relevant nodes of those searches into a single search, and continue, thereby removing the blocking-cycle. We explain our procedure in more detail with an example, depicted in Figure 3 ; it should be clear how to generalise this example. The bottom-left of the figure depicts the graph G being searched; the top-left depicts the tarjanStacks of the searches (oriented downwards, so the "tops" of the stacks are towards the bottom of the page).
Suppose search s 1 is blocked at n 1 waiting for node c 2 of search s 2 to complete, because s 1 encountered an edge from n 1 to c 2 (corresponding to node and child, respectively, in Figure 2 ). Similarly, suppose search s 2 is blocked at n 2 waiting for node c 3 of search s 3 to complete; and search s 3 is blocked at n 3 waiting for node c 1 of search s 1 to complete. This creates a blocking cycle of suspended searches (see Figure 3 , top-left). Note that the nodes between c 1 and n 1 , between c 2 and n 2 , and between c 3 and n 3 are all in the same SCC, by Observation 1(1); we denote this SCC by "C".
Let t 1 be the top of the Tarjan stack of s 1 : t 1 might equal n 1 ; or s 1 might have backtracked from t 1 to n 1 . Note that all the nodes between n 1 and t 1 are in the same SCC as n 1 , by Observation 1(2), and hence in the SCC C. Similarly, let t 2 and t 3 be the tops of the other Tarjan stacks; all the nodes between n 2 and t 2 , and between n 3 and t 3 are likewise in C.
Let l 1 be the earliest node of s 1 known (according to the low-links of s 1 ) to be in the same SCC as c 1 : l 1 is the earliest node reachable by following lowlinks from the nodes between c 1 to t 1 (inclusive), and then (perhaps) following subsequent low-links; equivalently, l 1 is the last node in s 1 that is no later than c 1 and such that all low-links of nodes between l 1 and t 1 are at least l 1 (a simple traversal of the Tarjan stack can identify l 1 ). Hence all the nodes from l 1 to t 1 are in the SCC C (by Observation 1(3)). Let l 2 and l 3 be similar.
Consider the graph G formed by transforming the original graph by adding edges from n 1 to l 2 , and from n 3 to l 1 , as illustrated in Figure 3 
Key: Fig. 3 . Illustration of the blocking cycle reduction and middle bottom). It is clear that the transformed graph has precisely the same SCCs as the original, since all the nodes below l 1 , l 2 and l 3 in the figure are in the same SCC C. Consider the following scenario for the transformed graph: the search s 3 explores via nodes l 3 , c 3 , n 3 (backtracking from t 3 ), l 1 , c 1 , n 1 (backtracking from t 1 ), l 2 , c 2 , n 2 (backtracking from t 2 ), and then back to c 3 ; meanwhile, the searches s 1 and s 2 reach l 1 and l 2 , respectively, and are suspended.
We transform the stacks to be compatible with this scenario, as illustrated in Figure 3 (right) , by transferring the nodes from l 1 to n 1 , and from l 2 to n 2 onto the stack of search s 3 
We then resume search s 3 . We start by considering the edge from n 2 to c 3 , and so update the lowlink of n 2 . Searches s 1 and s 2 remain suspended until l 1 and l 2 are completed.
We now consider the other two problems. If we are interested in finding cycles (Problem 2) then we adapt the algorithm as for the sequential algorithm: (1) at line 12, if node == child then we mark the node as in a cycle; and (2) after line 25, if the SCC has more than one node, we mark all its nodes as in a cycle.
If we are interested in finding lassos (Problem 3) then we again adapt the algorithm as for the sequential algorithm: (1) at line 12, we immediately mark node and all the other nodes in the Tarjan stack as being in a lasso; and (2) if we encounter a complete node (line 15), if it is in a lasso, we mark all the nodes in the Tarjan stack as being in a lasso. Further, if a search encounters an in-progress node (line 13), if that node is in a lasso, then there is no need to suspend the search: instead all the nodes in the Tarjan stack can also be marked as in a lasso. Similarly, when a node is marked as being in a lasso, any search blocked on it can be unblocked; when such a search is unblocked, all the nodes in its Tarjan stack can also be marked as in a lasso. Finally, the procedure for reducing blocking cycles can be greatly simplified, using the observation that all the nodes in the Tarjan stacks are in a lasso: the search that discovered the cycle (s 3 in the example) marks all its nodes as in a lasso, and so unblocks the search blocked on it (s 2 in the example); that search similarly marks its nodes as in a lasso, and so on.
Implementation
In this section we give some details of our prototype implementation of the algorithm, and highlight a few areas where care is required. Our implementation 1 uses Scala [12] .
Suspending and Resuming Searches
Each node n includes a field blocked : List[Search], storing the searches that have encountered this node and are blocked on it. When the node is completed, those searches can be resumed (line 24 of Figure 2 ). Note that testing whether n is complete (line 13 of Figure 2 ) and updating blocked has to be done atomically. In addition, each suspended search has a field waitingFor, storing the node it is waiting on.
We record which searches are blocked on which others in a map suspended from Search to Search, encapsulated in a Suspended object. The Suspended object has an operation suspend(s: Search, n: Node) to record that s is blocked on n.
When s suspends blocked by a node of s , we detect if this would create a blocking cycle by transitively following the suspended map to see if it includes a blocking path from s to s. If so, nodes are transferred to s, and s is resumed as outlined in the previous section. This is delicate. Below, let s b be one of the searches from which nodes are transferred and that remains blocked.
1. Each node's search, index and lowlink are updated, as described in the previous section. 2. Each s b with remaining nodes has its waitingFor field updated to the appropriate node of s (the l i nodes of Figure 3) ; and those nodes have their blocked fields updated. 3. The suspended map is updated: each s b that has had all its nodes transferred is removed; each other s b is now blocked by s; and any other search s that was blocked on one of the nodes transferred to s is now also blocked on s.
The Suspended object acts as a potential bottleneck. Perhaps surprisingly, it is possible to allow several calls to suspend to proceed semi-concurrently. Considered as a graph, the suspended map forms a forest of reverse arborescences, i.e. a forest of trees, with all edges in a tree oriented towards a single sink search; further, only the sink searches are active. Hence, concurrent reductions of blocking cycles act on distinct reverse arborescences and so distinct searches.
We may not allow two concurrent attempts to detect a blocking cycle (consider the case where each of two searches is blocked on the other: the cycle will not be detected). Further, if no blocking cycle is found, the suspended map needs to be updated before another attempt to find a blocking cycle; and the suspended map must not be updated between reading the search field of the blocking node n and completing the search for a blocking cycle (to prevent n being transferred to a different search in the meantime)
2 . Finally, the suspended map itself must be thread-safe (we simply embed updates in synchronized blocks).
Other than as described in the previous paragraph, calls to suspend may act concurrently. In particular, suppose a call suspend(s,n) detects a blocking cycle. It updates search fields (item 1, above) before the suspended map (item 3). Suppose, further, a second call, suspend(s',n'), acts on the same reverse arborescence, and consider the case that n' is one of the nodes transferred to s. We argue that the resulting race is benign. The second call will not create a blocking cycle (since only the sink search of the reverse arborescence, s, can create a blocking cycle); this will be correctly detected, even in the half-updated state. Further, suspended(s') gets set correctly: if suspend(s',n') sets suspended(s') to n'.search before suspend(s,n) updates n'.search, then the latter will subsequently update suspended(s') to s (in item 3); if suspend(s,n) sets n'.search to s before suspend(s',n') reads it, then both will set suspended(s') to s.
Scheduling
Our implementation uses a number of worker threads (typically one per processor core), which execute searches. We use a Scheduler object to provide searches for workers, thereby implementing a form of task-based parallelism.
The Scheduler keeps track of searches that have been unblocked as a result of the blocking node becoming complete (line 24 of Figure 2) . A dormant worker can resume one of these. (Note that when a search is unblocked, the update to the Scheduler is done after the updates to the search itself, so that it is not resumed in an inconsistent state.)
The algorithm can proceed in one of two different modes: rooted, where the search starts at a particular node, but the state space is not known in advance; and unrooted, where the state space is known in advance, and new searches can start at arbitrary nodes. In an unrooted search, the Scheduler keeps track of all nodes from which no search has been started. A dormant worker can start a new search at one of these (assuming it has not been reached by another search in the meantime). Similarly, in a rooted search the Scheduler keeps track of nodes encountered in the search but not yet expanded: when a search encounters a new node n, it passes n's previously unseen successors, except the one it will consider next, to the Scheduler. Again, a dormant worker can start a new search from such a node.
Enhancements
We now describe a few details of our implementation that have an effect upon efficiency.
We use a map from node identifiers (Ints) to Node objects that store information about nodes. We have experimented with many representations of this map. Our normal implementation is based on the hash table described by Laarman et al. in [7] . However, this implementation uses a fixed-size table, rather than resizing the table, thus going against the design of FDR (we have extended the hash table to allow resizing, but this makes the implementation somewhat slower). On some problems (including our experiments on random graphs in the next section), the implementation works better with a sharded hash table  3 with open addressing. Even with these implementation, the algorithms spend about 40% of their time within this map. (Other implementations are worse; using a Java ConcurrentHashMap increases the running time by a factor of two!) It is clearly advantageous to avoid suspending searches, if possible. Therefore, the implementation tries to choose (at line 10 of Figure 2 ) a child node that is not in-progress in a different search, if one exists.
Some nodes have no successors. It is advantageous, when starting a search from such a node, to avoid creating a Search object with its associated stacks, but instead to just mark the node as complete and to create a singleton SCC containing it.
Experiments
In this section we report the results of timing experiments. The experiments were carried out on an eight-core machine (an Intel R Xeon R E5620) with 12GB of RAM. Each of the results is averaged over ten runs, after a warm-up round.
We have performed timing experiments on a suite of CSP files. We have extracted the graphs of τ -transitions for all implementation processes in the FDR3 test suite (including most of the CSP models from [15, 16, 1] ) and the CSP models from [10] . The top of Figure 4 gives statistics about a selection of the graphs with between 200,000 and 5,000,000 states (we omit eleven such, in the interests of space), plus a slightly smaller file tring2.1 which we discuss below 4 . For each graph we give the number of states (i.e. nodes), the number of transitions (i.e. edges), the number of SCCs, the size of the largest SCC, the number of trivial SCCs (with a single state), the number of states on a loop, and the number of states on a lasso.
The bottom of Figure 4 gives corresponding timing results. For each of the three problems, we give times (in ms) for each of the concurrent and sequential algorithms, and the ratio between them (which represents the speed-up factor). The penultimate row gives totals for these running times, and their ratios. The final row gives data for tring2.1. Even on a single-threaded program, the JVM uses a fair amount of concurrency. The sequential algorithm typically uses about 160% of a single core (as measured by top). Hence the maximum speed-up one should expect is a factor of about five.
We have performed these experiments in unrooted mode, because it moreclosely simulates our main intended use within FDR, namely for detecting divergences (i.e. τ -lassos) during failures-divergences checks. Such a check performs a breadth-first search of the product of the system and specification processes; for each pair of states encountered, if the specification state does not allow a divergence, then FDR checks that the system state does not have a divergence. The overall effect is normally that a lasso search is started at every reachable system state.
The concurrent algorithms normally give significant speed-ups. Further, the speed-up tends to be larger for larger graphs, particularly for graphs with more transitions. However, beyond a few million states, the speed-ups drop off again, I believe because of issues of memory contention.
The results for tring2.1 deserve comment. This graph has a large SCC, accounting for over 70% of the states. The first two concurrent algorithms consider the nodes of this SCC sequentially and so (because the concurrent algorithms are inevitably more complex) are slightly slower than the sequential algorithms. However, the algorithm for lassos gives more scope for considering the nodes of this SCC concurrently, and therefore gives a speed-up.
The above point is also illustrated in Figure 5 . This figure considers a number of random graphs, each with N = 200,000 states. For each pair of nodes n and n , an edge is included from n to n with probability p; this gives an expected number (Note that such graphs do not share many characteristics with the graphs one typically model checks!) The graph plots the speed-up for the three algorithms for various values of p; the tables give statistical information about the graphs considered (giving averages, rounded to the nearest integer in each case). For p greater than about 0.000005, the graph has a large SCC, and the algorithms for SCCs and loops become less efficient. However, the algorithm for finding lassos becomes progressively comparatively more efficient as p, and hence the number of edges, increases; indeed, for higher values of p, the speed-up plateaus at about 5.
It is worth noting that graphs corresponding to the τ -transitions of CSP processes rarely have very large SCCs. The graph tring2.1 corresponds to a CSP process designed for checking in the traces model, as opposed to the failuresdivergences model, so the problems considered in this paper are not directly relevant to it. Figure 6 considers how the speed up varies as a function of the number of worker threads. It suggests that the algorithm scales well.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented three concurrent algorithms for related problems: finding SCCs, loops and lassos in a graph. The algorithms give appreciable speedups, typically by a factor of about four on an eight-core machine.
It is not surprising that we fall short of a speed-up equal to the number of cores. As noted above, the JVM uses a fair amount of concurrency even on single-threaded programs. Also, the concurrent algorithms are inevitably more complex than the sequential ones. Further, I believe that they are slowed down by contention for the memory bus, because the algorithms frequently need to read data from RAM. I believe there is some scope for reducing the memory contention, in particular by reducing the size of Node objects: many of the attributes of Nodes are necessary only for in-progress nodes, so could be stored in the relevant Search object. Further, I intend to investigate whether it's possible to reduce the amount of locking of objects done by the prototype implementation.
We intend to incorporate the lasso and SCC algorithms into the FDR3 model checker. In particular, it will be interesting to see whether the low-level nature of C++ (in which FDR3 is implemented) permits optimisations that give better memory behaviour.
As noted earlier, a large proportion of the algorithms' time is spent within the map storing information about nodes. I would like to experiment with different implementations.
Related Work. We briefly discuss here some other concurrent algorithms addressing one or more of our three problems. We leave an experimental comparison with these algorithms for future work.
Gazit and Miller [5] describe an algorithm based upon the following idea. The basic step is to choose an arbitrary pivot node, and calculate its SCC as the intersection of its descendents and ancestors; these descendents and ancestors can be calculated using standard concurrent algorithms. This basic step is repeated with a new pivot whose SCC has not been identified, until all SCCs are identified. A number of improvements to this algorithm have been proposed [13, 11, 2] .
Several papers have proposed algorithms for finding loops, in the particular context of LTL model checking [8, 4, 9, 3] . These algorithms are based on the SWARM technique: multiple worker threads perform semi-independent searches of the graph, performing a nested depth-first search to detect a loop containing an accepting state; the workers share only information on whether a node has been fully explored, and whether it has been considered within an inner depthfirst search.
